Choosing Wisely Canada®: Five tests, procedures and treatments to question in Emergency Medicine
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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Choosing Wisely Canada (CWC) is an initiative to encourage patient-physician discussions about the appropriate, evidence based use of medical tests, procedures and treatments. We present the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians’ (CAEP) top five list of recommendations, and the process undertaken to generate them.

Methods: The CAEP Expert Working Group (EWG) generated a candidate list of 52 tests, procedures, and treatments in emergency medicine whose value to care was questioned. This list was distributed to CAEP committee chairs, revised, and then divided and randomly allocated to 107 Canadian emergency physicians (EWG nominated) who voted on each item based on: action-ability, effectiveness, safety, economic burden, and frequency of use. The EWG discussed the items with the highest votes, and generated the recommendations by consensus.

Results: The top five CAEP CWC recommendations are: 1) Don’t order CT head scans in adults and children who have suffered minor head injuries (unless positive for a validated head injury clinical decision rule); 2) Don’t prescribe antibiotics in adults with bronchitis/asthma and children with bronchiolitis; 3) Don’t order lumbosacral spinal imaging in patients with non-traumatic low back pain who have no red flags/pathologic indicators; 4) Don’t order neck radiographs in patients who have a negative examination using the Canadian C-spine rules; and 5) Don’t prescribe antibiotics after incision and drainage of uncomplicated skin abscesses unless extensive cellulitis exists.

Conclusions: The CWC recommendations for emergency medicine were selected using a mixed methods approach. This top 5 list was released at the CAEP Conference in June 2015 and should form the basis for future implementation efforts.

INTRODUCTION

Background

Choosing Wisely® is a resource stewardship initiative started by the American Board of Internal Medicine Foundation in 2012. Choosing Wisely® encourages discussions between physicians and patients regarding the necessity of medical tests, procedures, and treatments, whose use may lead to unnecessary harm to patients and additional costs to the healthcare system. Since its inception, more than 80 specialist societies in the United States have developed lists of five commonly ordered tests or procedures used in their practice, whose necessity should be questioned. The American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) was a late recruitment in the Choosing Wisely® program; however, since its initial participation, ACEP has released two lists containing a total of 10 recommendations.

Choosing Wisely Canada® (CWC) was launched in 2014 in partnership with the Canadian Medical Association. Since April 2014, more than 35 medical specialty societies have developed more than 40 lists of top five tests or procedures to question in their practice. In the spring of 2014, the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) was invited to formulate a top five list for CWC. CAEP elected to seek volunteers.
for its CWC Expert Working Group (EWG) to develop its top five list through a rigorous scientific process.

Emergency physicians make critical, time-pressured decisions about the diagnosis and treatment of patients who are often acutely ill or injured. The emergency department (ED) is the point of entry into the healthcare system for many patients, and ED performance (i.e., ED wait times and length of stay times) is often at the center of government and public attention. CWC is particularly relevant for emergency medicine, because emergency physicians play critical roles in utilizing and allocating finite healthcare resources.

There has been a wealth of recent literature that questions the utility and potential harm of investigations and treatments that are commonly performed in EDs, such as medical imaging and antibiotic overuse. Studies on ED medical imaging utilization for example, revealed that Computed Tomography (CT) utilization has doubled over the past two decades in North America; however, it remains uncertain as to whether this increase in medical imaging utilization improved patient outcomes and quality of care. In fact, physicians are increasingly concerned about the potentially unnecessary exposure to radiation for all patients, especially those receiving a CT scan, and the additional cost incurred by unwarranted medical imaging studies. As a result, professional bodies in emergency medicine (ACEP) and radiology (American College of Radiology, Canadian Association of Radiologists) have begun to advocate for reducing potentially costly and harmful medical imaging tests in emergency departments, such avoiding CT head scans for patients with minor head injury and simple headache, imaging of the lumbar spine for patients with low back pain, and radiography of the ankle without clinical signs of fracture.

A recent study using a large national database in the United States showed that in 2011, a staggering 265.5 million courses of antibiotics were prescribed (equivalent to 842 prescriptions per 1000 people). Appropriate prescription of antibiotics is necessary to curb antibiotics resistance in communities, and to reduce unnecessary patient harms such as allergies, rash, and antibiotic-induced diarrhea.

CJEM strongly supports the CWC initiative, and has joined its peers across North America in decrying excesses in medicine. In this article, the development of the list of top five tests, procedures and treatments whose use Canadian emergency physicians should question is described. For these five, there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the potential harms and costs outweigh any potential benefits provided by the tests, procedures or treatments.

METHODS

Study design, study population and setting

A nominal technique and modified-Delphi process were employed to generate the list of top five CWC items for Emergency Medicine. We sought the participation of Canadian emergency physicians (CAEP and non-CAEP members) from diverse backgrounds with respect to demographics, training, location of practice, types of practice, and duration of practice. Emergency physicians who do not currently practice in Canada were excluded.

Phase 1: Initial list generation

The CAEP Choosing Wisely Expert Working Group (EWG) was formed in March 2014. The EWG was tasked with identifying an initial list of common emergency department tests, procedures and treatments that were thought to be of limited value in emergency practice and whose use could be easily reduced without compromising care. A priori, the EWG decided that the CWC recommendations would be selected based on five guiding principles of (in order of descending importance): action-ability by emergency physicians, effectiveness, safety, economic burden and frequency of use. Figure 1 lists the five guiding principles and their definitions.

The EWG was comprised of ten volunteer Canadian emergency physicians from academic and community EDs, whose practices include adult only or a mixture of adults and paediatric patients. Each EWG member invited three additional experts (adult and paediatric emergency physicians) to provide further input into expanding and refining the initial list. These 30 additional experts were selected because they were thought to be able to provide insight into the initial list generation based on their type of practice (adults, mixed adult/paediatrics), location of practice (urban teaching, urban community, rural), type of training (FRCPC, CCFP-EM, etc.) and years in practice. The experts were not required to work a minimum FTE equivalent to participate.
Phase 2: Topic generation from CAEP section and committee chairs
Further suggestions for potential CWC items were solicited via email survey to the 13 chairs of the CAEP sections, standing committees and practice committees related to practice, evidence-based medicine, or quality of care (Appendix A). Using a modified Dillman technique, the chairs were asked whether each of the candidate items in the list generated from phase 1 should be included in the final CWC list. The chairs were also invited to provide suggestions for any other topics that they feel should be included in the CWC list that has not been stated. The survey responses were analysed, the CWC candidate variables that received less than 50% approval from this group were removed from the initial list, and any new potential variables were added. The CAEP Chair survey is included as Supplement 1.

Phase 3: List refinement by Topic Refinement Panel (TRP)
In phase 3, a bootstrap technique was applied, and each member on the EWG identified approximately ten additional emergency physician colleagues (who were not part of phase 2) from across Canada to provide input on refining the list generated from phase 2. The EWG attempted to engage emergency physicians from provinces not represented on the EWG (i.e., NFLD, SK, MB, PEI, NB) through personal contacts.

To ensure that the demographics of the TRP members were representative of those of emergency physicians from across Canada, demographic information from each TRP member was collected including: age, sex, training (CCFP-EM, FRCPC, other), years in practice, location of main practice (academic, urban, rural), type of practice (adults, mixed adult/paediatrics), and location (province). The candidate variables from phase 2 were randomly divided into two sets and sent to equal groups of the TRP. Each TRP member ranked each of the candidate variables using a seven-item Likert scale based on the five guiding principles of: action-ability, effectiveness, safety, economic burden and frequency of use. An example of the TRP survey question is included as Supplement 2.

Phase 4: List reduction by Expert Working Group
The median overall scores were calculated with interquartile range (IQR) and similar median (IQR) score calculations were obtained for each of the five questions for each item from the TRP surveys in phase 3. The top 15 candidate items were identified using the following criteria:

1) Included items with the 15 highest total median scores;
2) From the list of 15, items with median scores of five or less in any of the five questions based on the guiding principles were eliminated;
3) From the remaining items, the top eight were selected based on highest scores (and the most narrow IQR) in the five questions based on the guiding principles in the following order (from highest to lowest order of importance): action-ability, effectiveness, safety, economic burden, and frequency of use.

Phase 5: Final CWC recommendations generation
The survey results and the top eight CWC items generated from phase 4 were presented at a teleconference to the EWG. Consensus was obtained following a thorough discussion, if 100% agreement was not reached for a particular item, the working group generated more discussion until 100% agreement was reached.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Action-ability</th>
<th>Recommendations should be investigations, treatments, and procedures that are within the control of the emergency physician</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Effectiveness</td>
<td>Recommendations should be supported by evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Recommendations should aim to reduce potential harm to patients (i.e., pain, exposure to radiation, time in the ED, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Economic burden</td>
<td>Recommendations should aim to reduce costs and/or economic burden on the health care system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Frequency of use</td>
<td>Recommendations should be based on investigations or procedures that are commonly used in the ED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Five guiding principles for CWC list generation for emergency medicine.
achieved and the top five CWC for emergency medicine were finalized.

Explanatory statements were written for each of the recommendation by the EWG. Where applicable, the statements were sent to experts in the field to ensure the statements’ appropriateness and accuracy.

Figure 2 depicts the steps used for selecting the top five emergency medicine recommendations for Choosing Wisely Canada.

**Ethics**

The Health Research Ethics Board (HREB) at the University of Alberta approved the survey protocol. Consent was implied with survey completion. While physician information was requested, no identifiers were used in the analysis and the data are reported in aggregate.

**RESULTS**

**Initial list generation**

An initial list of 52 candidate variables were generated using the opinions of the CAEP EWG and the opinions of 30 other Canadian emergency physicians identified via a bootstrap technique by the EWG.

**Topic generation from CAEP section and committee chairs**

The survey with the initial list of 52 candidate variables was sent to 15 CAEP committee chairs. With a total of three reminder e-mails, six (40%) Chairs responded. One new CWC candidate variable was suggested from this group, and five candidate variables were removed because they received less than 50% support from this group. A final list of 47 candidate variables were generated from this phase of the study.

**List refinement by Topic Refinement Panel**

The list of 47 candidate variables were randomly divided and sent to two groups of CAEP members comprising the TRP. Of the 107 nominated TRP members, 78 (73%) completed the full survey following three email reminders. Table 1 presents the demographical

![Table 1. Demographic information of the Topic Refinement Panel](https://doi.org/10.1017/cem.2017.1)
information of the TRP respondents. The TRP demonstrated a broad representation across Canada. Overall, the respondents were more often male (69%), had a median age of 46 (IQR: 40, 54) years, had variable certification, and a median of 15 (IQR: 8, 27) years of practice experience.

**List reduction by CAEP Expert Working Group**

Overall, 15 of 47 candidate variables received a median composite score of 30 out of a possible 35. The top eight CWC candidate variables received a median score of 6 out of 7 (IQR: 6, 7) on action-ability. Following this ranking, five received a median score of 6 (IQR: 6, 7) in the evidence domain. Finally, two received a median score of 6 (IQR: 6, 7) in the safety domain, and the highest ranked CWC candidate variable received a median score of 6 (IQR: 6, 7) in the domain of economic burden (see Table 2).

**Final CWC recommendations generation**

The EWG reviewed the survey results and the top eight CWC items were generated. Four of the items were combined into two based on similarities: “Avoid antibiotics in children with acute bronchiolitis” was combined with “avoid antibiotics in patients with acute bronchitis.” In addition, “avoid ordering CT head scans

| Table 2. Topic Refinement Panel survey results for the top 15 candidate variables |
|----------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|---------------|
| Variable                          | Median scores (IQR) for each of the five guiding principles |
|                                  | Action-ability | Evidence | Safety | Economic Burden | Frequency |
| 1 Avoid ordering CT head scans in patients who have suffered a minor head injury (unless positive for the CCT head rule). | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,6.5) |
| 2 Avoid antibiotics in children with acute bronchiolitis. | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,7) |
| 3 Avoid ordering L/S spinal views in patients with non-traumatic low back pain who have no red flags. | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,6.25) | 6 (5,6) |
| 4 Avoid ordering neck x-rays in patients who have a negative examination using the Canadian C-spine rules. | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,6.75) | 6 (5,6.75) | 6 (5,6) |
| 5 Avoid antibiotics in patients with acute bronchitis. | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,5.6) | 6 (5,5.7) | 6 (5,5.7) |
| 6 Avoid ordering CT head scans in pediatric patients who have suffered low risk head injuries (unless positive for the Catch Rule). | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,5.7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,25.7) | 6 (4.25,6) |
| 7 Avoid ordering CT head scans among ED syncope patients. | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,6.75) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (4.25,6) |
| 8 Avoid antibiotics in incision and drainage of abscess unless extensive cellulitis exists. | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,75.7) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,6.25) | 6 (5,7) |
| 9 Avoid imaging until decision rule (e.g., Wells) +/- D-dimer testing completed. | 6 (5,6) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,7) |
| 10 Avoid antibiotics or use the wait and see treatment strategy in patients with uncomplicated sore throat | 6 (5,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,7) |
| 11 Avoid ordering ankle and/or foot radiographs in patients who have a negative examination using the Ottawa ankle/foot rules. | 6 (5,6) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,6.25) | 6 (5,7.5,7) |
| 12 Avoid antibiotics or use the wait and see treatment strategy in patients with uncomplicated acute otitis media. | 6 (5,7) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,7) |
| 13 Avoid admission of patients with community acquired pneumonia unless hypoxic, pneumonia severity scores >90 or social reason for admission. | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (6,7) | 6 (4,6) |
| 14 Avoid Foley catheter insertion in all patients unless indicated. | 6 (5,6.5) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,7) | 6 (5,6.5) | 6 (5,7) |
| 15 Limit ordering chest radiographs in patients with asthma unless indicated (i.e., suspected pneumothorax, pneumonia, failure to respond). | 6 (6,6.5) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,6) | 6 (5,6) |

Note: Each survey respondents were asked to rate each variable using a seven-item Likert scale based on the five guiding principles. Shaded cells represent responses with the highest median scores with the most narrow and highest IQR.
in patients who have suffered a minor head injury (unless positive for the Canadian CT head rule)” was combined with “avoid ordering CT head scans in paediatric patients who have suffered low risk head injuries (unless positive for the Catch Rule).” The results of the top eight items were reviewed and the final CAEP CWC top five list was generated by consensus (see Figure 3). The products of selection were processed and refined using standard language by the CWC national committee into French and English version for posting and distribution (Appendices B and C). The CAEP CWC top five list was released after the Plenary Session presented by Dr. Wendy Levinson at the CAEP annual scientific conference in Edmonton AB on June 2, 2015.

DISCUSSION

The Choosing Wisely Canada campaign encourages discussions between physicians and patients regarding the necessity of medical tests, procedures, and treatments, whose use may lead to unnecessary patient harm and incur additional costs to the healthcare system. Emergency physicians make critical, time-pressured decisions about the diagnosis and treatment of patients who are often acutely ill or injured. The ED is often the point of entry for patients into the Canadian healthcare system, and ED performance and throughput are often at the center of government and public attention. Thus, emergency physicians play a critical role in utilizing and allocating healthcare resources.

CAEP’s CWC Expert Working Group used a mixed-method, consensus building approach to generate the top five CWC recommendations for emergency medicine.

**Recommendation 1: Don’t order CT head scans in adults and children who have suffered minor head injuries (unless positive for a validated head injury clinical decision rule)**

Head injuries in children and adults are common presentations to the emergency department. Minor head injury is characterized by: Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) 13-15, associated with either witnessed loss of consciousness, definite amnesia, or witnessed disorientation. Most adults and children with minor head injuries do not suffer from serious brain injuries that require hospitalization or surgery. CT head scans performed on patients without signs of significant injuries can expose patients to unnecessary ionizing radiation that has the potential to increase patients’ lifetime risk of cancer. They also increase length of stay and misdiagnosis. There is strong evidence that physicians should not order CT head scans for patients with minor head injury unless validated clinical decision rules suggest otherwise (i.e., Canadian CT head rule for adults, and CATCH or PECARN rules for children). Despite their validity, these rules are never 100% sensitive and are meant to assist and not replace, clinical judgement.

**Recommendation 2: Don’t prescribe antibiotics in adults with bronchitis/asthma and children with bronchiolitis**

Respiratory distress from bronchospasm/wheezing is a common presentation in both children (i.e., bronchiolitis/asthma) and adults (i.e., bronchitis/asthma) seen in the ED. Most patients with symptoms do not have bacterial infections that require antibiotic treatment or influence outcomes (i.e., hospitalization). Inappropriate administration of antibiotics can expose patients to unnecessary risks (i.e., allergies, rash, other side-effects) and has the potential to increase patients’ risk of
antibiotic-induced diarrhea (including infection with *C. Difficile*). These prescriptions also increase overall antibiotic resistance in the community, and limit the effectiveness of standard antibiotics in the treatment of legitimate bacterial infections. There is strong applied research evidence to recommend that physicians should not prescribe antibiotics in children (i.e., bronchiolitis) and adults (i.e., bronchitis and asthma) with wheezing presentations.18-20

**Recommendation 4: Don’t order lumbosacral (low back) spinal imaging in patients with non-traumatic low back pain who have no red flags/pathologic indicators**

Adults with non-specific lumbosacral pain, in the absence of significant trauma (i.e., car crash, acute axial load, acute hyperflexion, etc.) commonly present to the emergency department. The evaluation of patients presenting with non-traumatic low back pain should include a complete focused history and physical examination to identify “red flags” that may indicate significant pathology. These may include, but are not limited to: features of cauda equina syndrome, weight loss, history of cancer, fever, night sweats, chronic use of systemic corticosteroids, chronic use of illicit intravenous drugs, patients with first episode of low back pain over 50 years of age and especially if over 65, abnormal reflexes, loss of motor strength or loss of sensation in the legs. In the absence of red flags, physicians should not order radiological images for patients for patients presenting with non-specific low back pain. Imaging of the lower spine for symptomatic low back pain does not improve outcomes, exposes the patient to unnecessary ionizing radiation and contributes to flow delays without providing additional value.21-23

**Recommendation 5: Don’t prescribe antibiotics after incision and drainage of uncomplicated skin abscesses unless extensive cellulitis exists**

Abscesses are walled off collections of pus in soft tissue, with *Staphylococcus aureus* (both sensitive and resistant to methicillin) being the microbe most frequently involved.27 Most uncomplicated abscesses should undergo incision in the ED using local analgesia or procedural sedation, complete drainage and appropriate follow-up. Evidence suggests that antibiotics are not routinely required after incision and drainage of an uncomplicated abscess.28 Physicians should not prescribe antibiotics for these patients, unless the patients are immunocompromised, systemically ill, or exhibit extensive surrounding cellulitis (cellulitis that is beyond what is expected to overlay the abscess) or lymphangitis.29

These five recommendations represent common tests, treatments, and procedures that are frequently used in Canadian EDs whose use should be questioned as there is considerable high-quality evidence to show that the potential harms outweigh any potential patient benefits from their use. Of the five recommendations, it is interesting to note that two relate to avoiding unnecessary antibiotics and three relate to avoiding unnecessary imaging. This reflects the concerns in the current literature about the potential harms of over-prescribing antibiotics and over-utilizing ionizing radiation.

**LIMITATIONS**

There are several weaknesses that need to be discussed. First, the response rate was lower than expected from the CAEP Committee Chairs (40%), although the 78% response rate from the practicing physicians was higher than other CAEP surveys. Second, while we believe a representative sample of ED clinicians was targeted by

Unnecessary radiography delays care, may cause increased pain and adverse outcomes (from prolonged spinal board immobilization), and exposes the patient to ionizing radiation without any possible benefit. This strategy will reduce the proportion of alert patients who require imaging.

Unnecessary radiography delays care, may cause increased pain and adverse outcomes (from prolonged spinal board immobilization), and exposes the patient to ionizing radiation without any possible benefit. This strategy will reduce the proportion of alert patients who require imaging.

 First, the response rate was lower than expected from the CAEP Committee Chairs (40%), although the 78% response rate from the practicing physicians was higher than other CAEP surveys. Second, while we believe a representative sample of ED clinicians was targeted by
and engaged in the process, we were unable to assess the biases of sampling due to the ethics requirements. Third, the methods used for list item generation and to reach consensus were made by the EWG co-chairs with little precedent to inform them; however, the methods used were decided on a priori and with an attempt to focus on item reduction. Fourth, the list distribution (three imaging and two antibiotics) likely over-represents some component of practice, especially in urban settings. We recognize the list under-represents pediatric conditions, and is limited in topic coverage; however, additional recommendations are planned for 2016. Finally, CWC provides a platform to start conversations about resource stewardship in the ED, and the CAEP top five list identifies those tests, procedures and treatments that emergency physicians across the country should initially focus their attention on. However, whether the CWC recommendations will eventually be translated into institutional policy and individual physicians’ practice changes that can lead to improved patient outcomes remains unclear. Future work should focus on developing local strategies that can help translate the CWC recommendations into practice. A concurrent public campaign regarding appropriate use of diagnostic tests and treatments to provide the public with information analogous to Consumer Reports in the US should also be undertaken.

CONCLUSION

A robust, multi-stage consensus building technique was used to generate the CWC top five list of tests, procedures, and treatments in emergency medicine whose use should be questioned. The five recommendations are simple, practical and supported by strong evidence: 1) Don’t order CT head scans in adults and children who have suffered minor head injuries (unless positive for a validated head injury clinical decision rule); 2) Don’t prescribe antibiotics in adults with bronchitis/asthma and children with bronchiolitis; 3) Don’t order lumbosacral (low back) spinal imaging in patients with non-traumatic low back pain who have no red flags/pathologic indicators; 4) Don’t order neck radiographs in patients who have a negative examination using the Canadian C-spine rules; and 5) Don’t prescribe antibiotics after incision and drainage of uncomplicated skin abscesses unless extensive cellulitis exists.

Future work should focus on developing local and regional strategies that can help translate the CWC recommendations into daily practice.
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